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THE HIVE

OUR GRAND HEXAGONAL 
GAME ROOM TABLE

THE HIVE is our Grand Dedicated 

Hexagonal Game Room Table that can 

transform into a dining table, made from 

White European Oak that always comes 

with the Game Cellar and aluminum 

railing system. It’s purely for Gamers. 

Hexagonal shape ensures that each player 

can reach the middle of  the table and 

provides privacy for those games that 

require extra stealth.

THE HIVE includes an inset for the Cellar 

floor that can be single-colored (white and 
felt) or double-colored (felt and velvet). The 
hardwood leaves covering the Game Cellar 

can be separated into two or three parts.

If  you want additional storage, it may 

include one or two shelves drawers 

positioned below the game cellar with 

optional Lighting.

3950€ - 5450€
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BASE PRICE
3950€ - 5450€

DEPOSIT
1250 €

       GAME CELLAR

       WHITE CELLAR FLOOR

       LENGTHWISE HARDWOOD LEAVES

       ALUMINIUM RAILING SYSTEM

       CHOICE OF SIZE

       VARNISH

       CLEAR ACRYLIC LAYER

       SUCTION CUP

VAT / tax is not included on prices displayed on Rathskellers website & this brochure.

When applicable, VAT is charged separately and will be itemized on invoices and billing 

information.

If  you are a business or a distributor then VAT inside the EU for B2B transactions is 0%.

For all orders outside of  the European Union VAT won’t will be applied.

BASE PRICE INCLUDES: 
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CELLAR TOP HARDWOOD LEAVES

CELLAR INSET VELVET OR FELT

ACRYLIC LAYER

PRINTED GRID LAYER

GAME MAP BOARD

CELLAR FLOOR

GAME CELLAR
COMPONENTS

The Councilor always comes with the Game Cellar and 

aluminium railing system.

GAME CELLAR

SIZING GUIDE 

Every Game Cellar includes Hardwood Leaves, 

a White Cellar Floor and a Transparent Acrylic Layer with 

suction cup for easy removal.

Side Dimension. 

LENGTH

Price

Ext.
Dimensions

SMALL MEDIUM GRAND

~ 139 x 120 cm ~ 162 x 140 cm ~ 185 x 160 cm

 70 cm  81 cm  92 cmSide Dimension

3950 € 4750 € 5450 €
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CELLAR INSET

VELVET
MADE IN GREECE

Ideal for board games & war games 

- pick up small pieces, tokens, 
chips easily. Below the velvet we 

have included a thin foam layer to 

make picking up cards and other 

components without frustration. 

370 €

SPEED CLOTH
MADE IN BELGIUM

Superior quality billiard - pool fabric. 
This is the best speed cloth you can 

use. We only use Iwan Simonis™ 

Brand. Ideal for everything, really 

durable and water resistant. It’s the 

same fabric used in official billiard 
tournament tables all over the world.

490 €

FELT
MADE IN GREECE

Ideal for dice games, card games 

and poker. Made from 100% wool. 

Below the felt we have included a 

thin foam layer to make picking up 

cards and other components without 

frustration.

440 €

+ many more colors

VELVETEEN - MicroFibre
100% Water Resistant
MADE IN ITALY

Soft to the touch, Water Resistan, 

made from Cotton and Synthetics. 

495 €

+ many more colors

+NEW FOR 2019

All our Game Cellar insets are wrapped above a thin foam layer to make picking 

up cards and other components easily and without frustration. 

Regarding color options : please note that we cannot reproduce the colors of  the cloths with 100% accuracy. When you decide the 

material your personal assistant will guide you through all the options. After your deposit you will receive a complete Speed Cloth 

Color Sheet with your Welcome Package via mail. For cloth selections other than Speed Cloth, we will match the closest color.

You can also opt-in for a Double Sided Inset. For example one side Speed Cloth and the other side Microfibre Velveteen.
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RAIL SYSTEM ACCESSORIES

CUP HOLDER

45 €
WINE GLASS HOLDER

35 €

CARD & COUNTER 
HOLDER

95 €

iPAD / TABLET 
HOLDER

85 €

DOUBLE CUP HOLDER

85 €

BIN

85 €

WORK & 
PLAY SHELF

70 €

BARTISAN

( Coming soon )

RAT TRAP DICE TOWER

120 €
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WIDTHWISE 
HARDWOOD LEAVES 

TRENCH
PATROL

2 SHELVES

345 €
1 SHELF

190 €

Two Hardwood Widthwise 

Leaves are already 

included in the Base Price.

Optionally you can have 

three Widthwise Leaves 

with a small extra cost

220 €

The Trench Patrol is ideal 

to reduce the cellar area 

and create 2 spaces. It also 

prevents dice, chits & small 

game pieces from rolling 

beneath the Leaves.

120 €

SHELVES

AVAILABLE  LIGHTING

Add one or two Storage shelves to THE HIVE and 

include Led Lighting to spice things up.

(Lighting option is only available if  you include Led 
Lighting in your Game Cellar)

Shelves Lighting Price : 1 Shelf  115 € | 2 Shelves 165 €

ADDITIONAL STORAGE

Our optional Storage shelves sit in the 

middle of  the table right below the game 

cellar allowing extra storage space for 

games or decorative elements. You can 

store Small Card Game Boxes, Rail System 

Accessories, Crafting Tools, Game Pieces, 

Meeples, Books, Comics, Dices..
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LED LIGHTING SYSTEM

BLUETOOTH WIRELESS 
SOUND SYSTEM

USB 
CHARGING DOCKS

Give your games the atmosphere they deserve and play 

music and effects with our innovative Bluetooth sound 
system. Featuring two high quality 10 Watt speakers and 

one 20 Watt subwoofer underneath the table.

Regular : 355 €

Upgraded* : 725 €

Our Charging stations are a convenient way for your players 

to keep their devices going while they play. Each Dock 

featuring two USB ports with 2.1 A output compatible with 

all Bluetooth devices, such as Android, iOS, Windows, etc. 

1 Dock (2 usb ports)  : 180 €

2 Docks (4 usb ports) : 285 € (2 corners of  the table)

4 Docks (8 usb ports) : 450 € (all 4 corners of  the table)

Wireless Charging Station : 400€ (max 2 per table)

We believe the Game Cellar can be so 

much more than a simple storage area and 

play surface. Light your hexes and scenery 

in every hue from lava red to cyberpunk 

blue with our built-in LED lighting option 
running across all four sides of  your 

Councilor Table and make your games & 

nights unique. 

NEW FOR 2019 ; All of  our LED Lighting 

Systems are now seamless (individual leds 

are not visible). 

1) Regular : 485 €
2) Philips Hue : +395 €
3) Rathskellers Gaming Labs :  +490 €

1) Regular : Controllable via Remote

2) Philips Hue : Controllable via app

3) Rathskellers Gaming Labs : Controllable via app 

with Animated Light Strip & Player Zones

*Speakers : JBL | Amplifier: Pioneer

2 Device Bluetooth Pairing  | NFC Tag
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FELT CAP

DICE STOOLS

If  you are looking for some holiday fun 

or you are an experienced poker player 

then the Felt Cap add-on will provide an 
excellent playing surface. The Felt cap uses 

the same cloth as your game cellar inset. 

Cards are easy to pick up and will slide 

with ease across thanks to our innovative 

wooden curved edge running across the 

whole external area. The Felt Cap sits on 

the same ledge as the hardwood leaves 

creating a 3rd raised playing surface

440 €

The Dice Stools come in either 30 x 30 x 

30 cm or 40 x 40 x 40 cm. It doesn’t matter 
if  you want a stool, a decorative item for 

your Game Room, or both, our stools are 

durable, handcrafted from the finest White 
European Oak and available in a variety 

of  stains.

30x30x30cm - 185 € each

LOOKING FOR STOOLS?
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QUALITY

WOOD

Our tables are made using the highest quality White 

European Oak and then treated with a unique process that 

applies a 0.3 mm real wood veneer to both sides (up and 
down) for extra durability and charismatic surface creation.

“We never use MDF, composite materials, 
  or veneers made from paper”

Most parts of  your table will be made from solid wood 

(hardwood). This includes the structure, legs, and leaves. In 
some areas with large spans (like the bottom of  the drawers) 
we use the finest plywood, but only where the consistency 
and resistance of  plywood make it a more appropriate 

choice.

Choose from our attractive charismatic surfaces such as Oak 

Antique, Rustic Oak, or Knotty Oak.

OAK ANTIQUE

440 €
RUSTIC OAK

370 €
KNOTTY OAK

370 €
OAK 

FREE
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STAINS

We have a variety of  different stains. You will discuss 
all details with your personal assistant after you make the 

deposit.

ONE FINAL NOTE

All of  our tables are bespoke (made-to-order), which means that your table will be built 
exactly to your specifications. This means that we cannot just sell you a table right now. Your 

table has not been designed and built yet! - While you are considering purchasing a table, 
please look over all the options carefully and feel free to contact us with any questions. We 

want you to wait until all of  your concerns are satisfied before starting our ordering process. 

Once you have firmly, absolutely, 100% decided that you would like to purchase a table from 

us, you will put down a deposit. This assures your place in the queue and tells us that you are 

+ NEW FOR 2019 All stains can get special new staining treatment techniques.

Matte : 250 €

High Gloss : 320 €

(You can discuss details with your personal assistant)

450 €

We know choosing is hard...

After placing your deposit you will receive 3 stains of  

your choice from our colorbook via mail with your 

Welcome package, bundled with the complete Cloth 

Color sheet, so you can check them live, mix & match 

with your current space & furniture and decide your 

desired combination.
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HANDCRAFTED WITH

2019

Designed & Manufactured in Greece.


